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COMMUNICATION 

 
Communication is simply the act of transferring information from one place, person, or group to 
another.  Every communication involves sender, message and recipient.  This may sound simple 
but communication is actually a very complex subject. Transfer of information may be done face 
to face, written, by telephone, or some other medium. The transmission of the message from 
sender to recipient can be affected by a huge range of things.  
 
These include: 

  Emotions - are the clients ready to speak about the event? Are they feeling anxious, are 
they ready to listen? All emotions being withheld will affect the conversation.  Be sure to 
listen, reassure and take the time to understand what is being said.   
 

 Cultural situation - when dealing with different cultural influences, ask if there is 
something that you can do to understand or respect their situation. For example, when 
holding conferences with indigenous people, an opening statement or a smudging may 
be something to consider.  With barriers such as post traumatic stress disorder, seating 
them facing the door may be needed.   
 

 Medium used to communicate - a conversation held face-to-face versus a telephone call. 
With the former you use all three options (verbal, nonverbal and paraverbal), with the 
latter you only use verbal and paraverbal.  You can’t see how you are being received and 
you may not be able to hear how you are received either. 
    

 Location - where the conversations are held may determine the comfort level achieved.  
It is best to ask clients where they would like to meet.  With an offender, the police 
station may cause discomfort, whereas the victim might appreciate the security of it.  
Don’t be afraid to ask. 

 
How we communicate with others determines how we are received, how comfortable our clients 
will feel, and how they can communicate their feelings with others under your guidance.  As the 
facilitator, it will be up to you to communicate with those sitting in the circle so that they are 
comfortable speaking openly about their issues, concerns and feelings.    
 



There are three fundamental ways to communicate with others.   
 

1. VERBAL - 7% of the messages we convey to others are through spoken words. 
 
This includes face-to-face meetings, telephone calls, text messages and other media forms of 
speaking.    
 
 

2. NON-VERBAL - 55% of the messages we convey to others are through eye contact, facial 
expressions, gestures, posture, body movements, pauses, silence 

 
This covers visual clues to what we are saying verbally.  This covers body language, gesture, how 
we dress, where we stand and even our scent.  There are many subtle ways that we 
communicate, even unintentionally, with others.  For example, the tone of voice can give clues 
to mood or emotional state, whilst hand signals or gestures can add to the spoken message.   
 

3. PARAVERBAL - 38% of the messages we convey to others are through voice tone, pitch, 
intonation, pacing and volume 

 
This is similar to non-verbal but we use our ears to hear the emphasis, the calmness, the 
scope of the words. This is used in conjunction with all verbal communication but remember 
it can not be determined through the written word. It is difficult to gauge the importance or 
the salient points in a text message for example.  You may feel emphasis on certain words 
and phrases as you write them but the person receiving that message does not ‘hear’ the 
same thing.  It is always best to speak to the person rather than text them.   

 

 
 

 
 
 



LISTENING 
 

True listening, total concentration on the other, is always a manifestation of love.  An essential 
part of true listening is the discipline of bracketing, the temporary giving up or setting aside of 
one’s own prejudices, frames of reference and desires so as to experience as far as possible the 
speaker’s world from the inside, stepping inside his or her shoes.  This unification of speaker and 
listener is actually an extension and enlargement of ourself, and new knowledge is always gained 
from this.  Moreover, since true listening involves bracketing, a setting aside of the self, it also 
temporarily involves a total acceptance of the other.  Sensing this acceptance, the speaker will 
feel less and less vulnerable and more and more inclined to open up the inner recesses of his or 
her mind to the listener.  As this happens, speaker and listener begin to appreciate each other 
more and more, and the duet dance of love is again begun.  The energy required for the 
discipline of bracketing and the focusing of total attention is so great that it can be accomplished 
only by love, by the will to extend oneself for mutual growth.  Most of the time we lack this 
energy.  Even though we may feel in our business dealings or social relationships that we are 
listening very hard, what we are usually doing is listening selectively, with a preset agenda in 
mind, wondering as we listen how we can achieve certain desired results and get the 
conversation over with as quickly as possible or redirected in ways more satisfactory to us. 

 
-The Road Less Travelled 
M. Scott Peck 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



COULD YOU JUST LISTEN? 
 
When I ask you to listen to me and you start giving me advice, you have not done what I asked. 
When I ask you to listen to me and you begin to tell me why I shouldn’t feel that way, you are 
trampling on my feelings. 
When I ask you to listen to me and you feel you have to do something to solve my problem, you 
have failed me, strange as that may seem. 
 
But when you accept as a simple fact that I do feel what I feel, no matter how irrational, then I 
can quit trying to convince you and can get about this business of understanding what’s behind 
this irrational feeling.  When that’s clear, the answers are obvious and I don’t need advice.  
Irrational feelings make more sense when we understand what’s behind them. 
 
So please listen and just hear me.  And if you want to talk, wait a minute for your turn – and I’ll 
listen to you. 
 
        -Anonymous 
 

 
 

COMPONENTS OF GOOD LISTENING 
 
 

 Giving full attention – open eared and open minded 
 

 Putting the speaker at ease 
 

 Bracketing 
 

 Listening to understand (rather than to oppose or to agree) 
 

 Resisting distractions 
 

 Tuning in to feelings 
 

 Listening all the way through the message 
 

 Suspending judgement 
 

 Avoiding personal interpretation 
 

 Confirming understanding 
 
 

 
 
 

 



ACTIVE LISTENING 
 

What is it? 
Listening to another attentively, with the intent to: 

 understand 

 gain more information 

 assist the speaker to clarify their own understanding 

 diffuse strong emotions 
 
What is the most important ingredient of active listening? 
Empathy 
 
What are the benefits of Active Listening? 
 

 Communicates acceptance and builds trust 
 

 Receiver gets to be involved in trying to understand speaker’s feelings and thoughts. 
 

 Accuracy check builds acknowledgement and give opportunity to correct 
misunderstanding. 

 
 
 

ACTIVE LISTENING SKILLS  
 

 Attending 
 

 Reflecting 
 

o Paraphrasing 
o Summarizing 
o Acknowledging feelings 
o Empathic response 

 

 Questioning 
 

 Probing 
 
 
Any communication skill can be used inappropriately to manipulate the conversation to one’s 
own advantage.  If this is the case, the communication skill itself can create an additional barrier 
to understanding.  What is always essential is that the skill be used with positive intent and for 
mutual gain:  to increase understanding and build connection. 
 

 



ACTIVE LISTENTING SKILLS IN ACTION 
 
Remember:  your goal is understanding, not agreement. 
 
Attending: 

To convey non-verbally to the other that you are carefully paying attention. 
 

Paraphrasing: 
 To help you understand what was said 
 To demonstrate respect for the speaker’s point of view 
 To check your understanding and interpretation of meaning 
 To allow the other to confirm your understanding or correct it 
 To get more information 
 
Summarizing: 
 To pull together the main ideas expressed 
 To establish a base for further interaction 
 To wrap up a number of statements made by the other 
 To allow the other to confirm your understanding or correct it 
 
Acknowledging feelings: 
 To demonstrate respect for the speaker’s feelings 
 To check your understanding of how the speaker feels 
 To diffuse anger or strong emotions 
 
Empathic response: 
 To demonstrate your understanding of both meaning and  
        feeling in the speaker’s message. 
 To allow the other to confirm your understanding or correct it. 
 
Open Questioning: 
 To help you understand what was said 
 To elicit more information 
 
Probing: 
 To encourage the speaker to provide more information about  
        one aspect of what was said. 
 To encourage the speaker to clarify, explain or re-examine 
 
 
Adopted from:  Justice Institute of BC, Centre for Conflict Resolution. Conflict Resolutions 1997 
 
 
 



 

NON - VERBAL COMMUNICATION 
(BODY LANGUAGE) 

 
 

 we are not aware of our own 
 

 a habit 
 

 conveys emotion 
 

 hard to conceal the emotion 
 

 is more reliable than verbal communication 
 

 may be inconsistent with the words spoken 
 

 is culturally related 
 

 making assumptions about what someone else’s non-verbal’s mean, without checking it 
out, can lead to serious misunderstandings 
 

  

 
 



NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION 
EYE CONTACT 

 
It is an important skill of facilitators to be able to understand non-verbal messages.  It is also 
important to become aware of the messages we send through our own non-verbal.  This 
increased awareness can alert us to the feelings being expressed.  The primary way of expressing 
feelings is through non-verbal language. 
 
At the same time, non-verbal communication is to a large extent culturally determined.  It is very 
easy to assume one meaning, based on our own cultural framework, when quite another is 
actually the case.  The most prominent example of this is eye contact or lack of it. 
 
Some possible meaning of eye contact or lack of it: 

 may be viewed as inappropriate in public 

 prolonged eye contact may be viewed as a challenge 

 relaxed eye contact from a listener may be a sign of attention 

 maintaining eye contact on the part of a speaker may be viewed as disrespectful 

 closing eyes may be a sign of listening 

 sustained eye contact may make the other person very uncomfortable 

 sustained eye contact may be viewed as aggressive 

 intermittent eye contact may be considered polite 

 averting the eyes may be a sign of respect to one in authority or of higher status 

 Other meanings? 

 



ATTENDING 
 

The following non-verbal behaviours are often associated with attending.  However, as non-
verbal, they can also be interpreted very differently from how they were intended.  In some 
situations, and with some individuals, the opposite behaviour may be more appropriate.  Take 
your cue from the other – and adjust accordingly.  The goal is to become more conscious of what 
you are saying non-verbally and to maximize positive communications.  Changing your behaviour 
to make the other more comfortable does not necessarily mean you are not being true to 
yourself! 
 

 relaxed alertness 

 open body posture 

 forward lean 

 relaxed eye contact 

 no fidgeting 

 focus on words, paraverbal and non-verbal 

 focus on the whole person 

 minimal gestures (watch nodding – it may be unconscious – as a way of signally 
understanding but may be interpreted as agreement by others) 

 Others? 
 
If you are unsure of the meaning of this non-verbal indicator, take your cue from the other 
person and their reaction to your eye contact or lack of it.  As with communication in general, 
avoid making assumptions about what something means, and when possible check it out.  This 
way you will reduce the likelihood that you will be seen as disrespectful, even though this may 
not have been intended. 
 
e.g.  “When you don’t make eye contact with me, I don’t know what that means.  I don’t want 
to make you uncomfortable, but could you please let me know what that is about?” 
 

 



THOUGHTS ON SILENCE 
 

Silence is an important message, and can convey a great deal of information.  For example:  “The 
silence filled the room” or “her silence spoke volumes.”   It is very important that facilitators and 
mediators become comfortable with silence, if they are not already.  In some cultures more than 
others, there is a tendency to fill spaces in the conversation, rather than to build silences.  As 
silence can have multiple meanings, it may be important to check out the meaning at some point 
in the discussion.  A major communication error occurs when we assume one meaning based on 
our own experience, when the actual meaning may be significantly different. 
 
e.g.  “I don’t understand your silence.  Could you please explain?” 
 
 
Uses of silence as a communication tool: 
 

 To build time to reflect 
 

 To slow the pace of discussion 
 

 To give the other a chance to expand on what they said 
 

 To allow time to just “be” in the same space 
 

 Other uses? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



SILENCE 
 
 
Can mean different things: 
 
 

 I have been silenced or shut down 
 
 

 I understand 
 
 

 I don’t understand 
 
 

 I need to translate into my own context 
 
 

 I am comfortable with a slower pace 
 
 

 I need time to reflect 
 
 

 I need time to think about what was said before I can agree or disagree 
 
 

 Other meanings? 
 
 

 
 



REFLECTING CONTENT: 
PARAPHRASING 

 
 
This skill focuses on the spoken part of the message.  It is used to confirm that the listener has 
accurately understood what was said.  While this may at first appear easy, it is often very difficult 
to accurately capture the meaning of what was said, without distortion, projections or 
interpretations.  The effectiveness and usefulness of this skill is directly related to the clarity with 
which it is done.  When the statement has been paraphrased clearly, the speaker feels 
understood and respected.  If it is not done correctly (i.e.  Used to lead the speaker or twist the 
message in some way), the speaker will become defensive to the use of the skill – and 
understandably so!   Remember, your goal is to confirm you have accurately heard the message 
– whether or not you agree with what was said.  If the paraphrase is not accurate, the speaker is 
given the opportunity to correct the misunderstanding.  Paraphrase before you respond from 
your own perspective and the other will be much more inclined to listen to your view! 
 
 
Paraphrasing: 

 Generally, repeats back a statement or two, i.e., a short piece of information. 

 Can often begin with “So what you are saying is….” and then in their own words the 
listener repeats back the essence of what was said. 

 To be clear that the listener is seeking to understand, and is not indicating agreement 
with what was said, he/she can begin the paraphrase with: “As you see it …” 

 Avoid “parroting” – try to reflect back the message in your own words. 

 
RELECTING CONTENT: 

SUMMARIZING 
 
 
This skill focuses primarily on the spoken message, but in trying to capture the main meaning of 
the message the listener may also include the emotional component as well.  It requires the 
listener to stay focused over a period of time on the whole person and the components of the 
message – a challenging task!   Again, after you have summarized, request confirmation or 
correction.  As with paraphrasing, the goal here is for you to be as accurate as possible.  Once 
you have summarized accurately, the speaker can expand in whatever way they may wish. 
 
If you summarize what you think they should have said, he/she may well become defensive to 
the skill itself and feel manipulated.  A communication barrier has been created! 
 

 Repeats back a condensed version of what the speaker has said over a longer period of 
time 

 Requires listener to focus on the whole message as well as the key parts of it. 

 May include comments like: “So, what you are saying is….” or “Basically what you are 
saying is…” 



 

ACKNOWLEDGING FEELINGS 
 
It is often difficult to acknowledge feelings, because many of us are not comfortable with them.  
We may be afraid that if we acknowledge the difficult feelings of others, it could lead to 
participants becoming upset.  In fact, the opposite is true:  acknowledging feelings is the fastest 
way to calm down someone who is upset. 
 
e.g.  “You seem sad.” 
 “You’re angry about this” 
 “You’re frightened of what might happen.” 
 
Because these reflections of feelings are based on unspoken language (i.e. Body language), it is 
important that they be expressed in a tentative way so the other person has a chance to confirm 
or correct. 
 

Note:  The skills of dealing with anger are not included in this workbook, as they are more 
complex and require further knowledge and practice. 

 
If is often helpful to combine the reflection of the unspoken (feelings) with the spoken (content).  
This is called emphatic response. 
 
e.g.   “It’s irritating to you that the process is taking so long.” 
 
“I understand that you’re frustrated by all the paperwork.” 
 
So what really seems to have made you angry is that I didn’t take your schedule into account.” 
 

 

 



EMPATHY: 
LISTENING WITH HOUR HEAD AND YOUR HEART 

 
Empathy is sensing another’s feelings and attitudes as if we had experienced them ourselves.  It 
is our willingness to enter another’s world, and being able to communicate to that person our 
sensitivity to them.  It is not blind sentimentality; it always retains some objectivity and distance.  
We do not lose our own identity, though we discover our common humanity. 
 
Create empathy by: 
 

 taking seriously others’ needs and concerns 
 

 valuing feelings and attitudes 
 

 respecting others privacy, experience and values 
 

 listening actively 
 

 encouraging further elaboration and clarification 
 

 using open body language and a warm vocal tone 
 

 reserving judgement and blame 
 

 displaying interest in what others communicate 
 

 withholding unsought advice 
 

 supporting others’ attempts to find a solution 
 

 making affirming statements and gestures 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

CLOSED QUESTIONS 
 

 allow or encourage responses of “yes”, “no” and “maybe” 
 

 are restrictive in nature 
 

 are often leading or entrapping 
 

 tend to produce defensiveness 
 

 may be used to clarify a point 
 

 tend to elicit little information 
 

 
 
 

OPEN QUESTIONS 
 

 cannot be answered with “yes”, “no” or “maybe” 
 

 are broad in nature 
 

 tend to reduce defensiveness 
 

 encourage the speaker to elaborate, to provide more information 
 

 are respectful because the speaker can choose the direction in which they want to 
respond 

 

 are an effective means of getting all the information you need 
 

 
 
 
 



OPEN ENDED QUESTION EXAMPLES 
 
What does that feel like? How would you like things to be? 
  
Can you tell me more about that? How is that (specific) for you? 
  
How are you feeling right now? What do you imagine? 
  
Where would you like to begin? What’s that like? 
  
What have you thought of? How do you see things changing? 
  
What would it be like….? What would you like to do about…? 
  
What’s that like? What can you think of? 
  
What’s most important for you now? I’m wondering… (question phrased as a 

statement 
 

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS 
 
Practice! Which of the following are open questions and which are closed? 
 
 
1. Are you clear about what I have just said? 
 
2. What is it about this policy that is a problem for you? 
 
3. If it was up to you, how would you handle this? 
 
4. Did you hear me? 
 
5. Are you willing to discuss it? 
 
6. What concerns you about the process? 
 
7. Were you here when it happened? 
 
8. How does the change in schedule affect you? 
 
9. You agree that we have a problem, don’t you? 
 
10. When you say “It’s obvious”, what do you mean? 
 
11. How were you affected by what happened? 
 
12. Are you worried about being in the same room with him? 

 
 



DESIGNING EFFECTIVE QUESTIONS 
 
The shape of the question has enormous impact on the shape of responses. It is worth taking 
time to frame questions carefully. Effective questions are framed to: 
 
• Encourage participants to speak from their own lived experience (e.g. How have you been 
impacted? What has this situation been like for you? What has been the hardest thing for you? 
What do you need to move forward? What can you offer to help this situation?) 
 
• Invite participants to share stories from their lives (“Share an experience when you . . .”) 
 
• Focus on feelings and impacts rather than facts 
 
• Invite reflection and stimulate new perspectives 
 
• Carry a sense of curiosity 
 
• Explore new ground or broader implications 
 
• Invite personal connection to underlying themes 
 
• Invite people to look inside rather than outside for the answer 
 
• Seek meaning beneath words or actions 
 
• Invite recognition of strengths or assets as well as the difficulties 
 
• Transition participants from the discussion of difficult or painful events into discussion of what 
can be done now to make things better 
 
• Engage heart and spirit, as well as the mind.  
 
Effective questions are open-ended. They do not have obvious answers. As a facilitator it is 
important that you convey curiosity with the questions you ask. Your questions should convey a 
sense of openness and willingness to learn from the answers of the participants. You want them 
to learn about and understand one another better and you too will be learning about and 
understanding all the participants more completely through your questions.  
 
One of the distinguishing characteristics of restorative processes is that everyone, including the 
facilitator, enters the process not knowing how it will come out. The strongest outcomes come 
from the collective wisdom of the group. Accessing the collective wisdom requires an ability to 
enter a process not knowing the answer. As a result ‘not knowing’ is a facilitation skill in the 
circle process. The field of Appreciative Inquiry is a helpful resource for designing questions that 
probe strengths and move participants to identifying positive possibilities for going forward.  
 

 
 
 
 



PROBES 
 
 
A short statement or question which encourages the speaker to provide more information, to 
clarify or explain, to reflect on what was said or to provide an example. 
 

 Purpose is to open up the dialogue and gain more information to get the other to focus 
or expand on a part of what was said. 

 Follows an open question. 

 Allowing a silence can also serve the purpose of giving the speaker a chance to elaborate. 
 
 
Examples 
 

 Would you help me to understand what you mean by….? 
 

 In what way is that important to you? 
 

 Can you say a little more about “taking responsibility”? 
 

 Can you be a little more specific? 
 

 Tell me why that seems unreasonable to you. 
 
Too many questions, open or not, will tend to make a person feel interrogated, defensive or 
uncomfortable.  It is very important to provide spaces, use other skills, or to speak from your 
own perspective in order to make the conversation flow and maintain a positive climate. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATIONS 
 

There are many reasons why interpersonal communications fail.  

 people often don’t say what they mean 

 people often are not in touch with their feelings 

 feelings are hard to put in words 

 the same words mean different things to different people 

 poor listening 

 no confirmation of understanding 

 backgrounds / cultural differences 

 environmental disruptions 

 lack of empathy or understanding 
 

The above are exacerbated in a conflict situation 

 
In many communications the message (what is said) may not be received exactly the way the 
sender intended.  It is, therefore, important that the communicator seeks feedback to check that 
their message is clearly understood.  The skills of ‘active listening’, ‘clarification’ and ‘reflection’ 
may help but the skilled communicator also needs to be aware of the barriers to effective 
communication and how to avoid or overcome them.   
 
 

 

 
Common Barriers to Effective Communication 
 

 The use of jargon - This includes over-complicated, unfamiliar and/or technical terms.   
Do not assume everyone knows what you are referring to.  For example:  Don’t use 
initials such as ACJS – say it in full all the time.  Don’t use vernacular such as “Cops” 
instead of police officer or citizens on patrol as it has several references.   
 

 Emotional barriers and taboos – Some people find it difficult to express their emotions 
and some topics may be completely ‘off-limits’ or taboo.  These may include, but are not 
limited to, politics, religion, disabilities (mental or physical), sexuality, racism and any 
opinion that may be seen as unpopular. 



 
 Lack of attention, interest, distractions or irrelevance to the receivers.  It is common, 

when listening to someone else speak, to be formulating a reply whilst the other person 
is still talking, or thinking about some other aspect of your life.  At these times they are 
distracted and not giving full attention to what is being said.  They are not ‘actively 
listening.   

  
 Differences in perception and viewpoint.  Every person has a different way of seeing a 

situation based on their upbringing and life experiences.  A victim and an offender may 
be part of the same experience but see it from different perspectives. 
 

 Physical disabilities - such as hearing problems or speech difficulties.   If someone is 
stressed, they may be preoccupied by personal concerns and not be as receptive.  See 
“Stress: Symptoms and Triggers” below.  
 

 Physical barriers to non-verbal communications - Not being able to see the non-verbal 
cues, gestures, posture and general body language can make communication less 
effective.  Phone calls, text messages and other communication methods that rely on 
technology are often less effective than face-to-face communication.  
 

 Language differences and the difficulty in understanding unfamiliar accents – Use 
shorter sentences and simple words.  Slow down your speech and ensure that they have 
time to process what you are saying.  Words are only part of the conversation.  Your tone 
of voice and body language also send strong messages. 

 
 Expectations and prejudices which may lead to false assumptions and stereotyping – 

People often hear what they expect to hear rather than what is actually said and jump to 
incorrect conclusions.  The “Ladder of Inference” below explains this in more detail.  

  
 Cultural differences – The norms and social interaction vary greatly in different cultures, 

as do the way in which emotions are expressed.  For example, the concept of personal 
space varies between cultures and difference social settings.  See “Intercultural 
Awareness” below for more information 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HANDLING DIFFICULT EMOTIONS IN OTHERS 
 
If we react to what others are saying rather than respond after thoughtfully listening to what 
they have said we run the risk of: 
 

 causing the other to close down 
 

 causing the other to become defensive 
 

 making assumptions about their situation 
 

 making judgements about their behaviour 
 

 making inaccurate interpretations as to causes 
 

 having unrealistic expectations as to what needs to happen 
 
This increases the distance between us and the other and makes us less effective in our role. 
 
When we use our skills and stay connected with our humanity, we will build compassion and 
trust and deepen our understanding of the other and their situation. 
 
Try the following: 
 
Receive Listen and say nothing for the moment 

give the other person room to discharge emotions 
respect the other’s communication of feelings 
 

Notice Observe your own reaction 
 

Center Tune in on yourself, take care of yourself – breathing, calming or 
strengthening self talk 
 

Listen Ask yourself what you are picking up from the  
communication and separate feelings from content 
 

Reflect Back Reflect both feelings and content 
 

Clarify What are the other person’s needs and concerns? 
 

Explore What is behind the words being used? 
Ask questions to identify what is important to the 
other and why it’s important 
 

Repeat Ensure that both feelings and facts are understood 
 

Move Consider the next step – where from here? 
 

Acknowledge Yourself for doing this difficult work!! 
 


